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eleven great stories in original italian with vivid accurate english translations on facing pages teaching and practice aids italian english vocabulary more boccaccio machiavelli d annunzio pirandello and moravia plus significant works by lesser knowns divunique format offers 13 great stories in spanish from classics by cervantes and alarcon to contemporary works by borges and goytisolo complete faithful english translations on facing pages div five great stories in original german with new literal english translations on facing pages the metamorphosis the judgment in the penal colony a country doctor and a report to an academy div this collection offers a rich sampling of the finest mexican prose published from 1843 to 1918 nine short stories appear in their original spanish text with expert english translations on each facing page ideal for students this affordable anthology features expert new translations of a dozen works previously unavailable in english the translations appear alongside the original german text of such stories as beauty and the beast by irmtraud morgner gabriele wohmann’s good luck and bad luck and tales by other modern authors including grunert inneberger and klockmann this dual language anthology features more than a dozen 20th century tales translated into english for the first time contents include the fugitive by vladimir a gilyarovsky the present by leonid andreev trataton by d mamin sibiryak and the life granted by alexander grin plus stories by vasily grossman alexander kuprin arkady gaidar and others this
anthology highlights the rich range of modern Italian fiction presenting the first English translations of works by many famous authors. Contents include fables and stories by Italo Calvino, Elsa Morante, Alberto Moravia, and Cesare Pavese; historical fiction by Leonardo Sciascia and Mario Rigoni Stern; and little known tales by Luigi Pirandello and Carlo Emilio Gadda. No further apparatus or reference is necessary for this self-contained text appropriate for high school and college courses as well as for self-study. This volume will prove a fine companion for teachers and intermediate-level students of Italian language and literature as well as readers wishing to brush up on their language skills.

Dover 2013 Original Publication

See every Dover book in print at doverpublications.com.

These 13 short stories by 5 authors of the era include 4 tales by Miguel de Unamuno along with the works of Valle Inclán, Blasco Ibáñez, Baroja, Azorín, José Martínez Ruiz. The bilingual anthology offers geographic and cultural diversity with stories from Central America, South America, and Spain. Featured authors include Silvina Ocampo, Julio Ramón Ribeyro, Augusto Roa Bastos, and many others. Delightful stories other material based on works of Don Juan Manuel, Luis Taboada, Ricardo Palma, other noted writers complete. Faithful English translations on facing pages.

Exercises we are proud to publish the first Neapolitan English dual language book making Neapolitan accessible to a broader public. Neapolitan was the national language of the Kingdom of Naples and the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies before the unification of Italy and it is still spoken in most of Southern Italy. This dual language book makes this language so easy to understand that anyone can sample it. The Pentamerone written in the seventeenth century was the first collection of fairy tales two hundred years before the Grimm brothers published their...
famous collection this book contains the earliest known versions of the stories we know as rapunzel and hansel and gretel plus ten other tales that are equally charming george cruikshank was the most popular victorian book illustrator loved for his illustrations of the works of dickens and of many other authors this collection was for a long time the best and richest that had been found by any nation not only were the traditions at that time more complete in themselves but the author had a special talent for collecting them and besides that an intimate knowledge of the dialect the tone at least in the neapolitan tales is perfectly caught wilhelm grimm seven masterly tales la parure mademoiselle fifi la maison tellier la ficelle miss harriet boule de suif and le horla in french with new english translations on facing pages five outstanding selections from noble tradition heinrich von kleist s the earthquake in chile e t a hoffmann s the sandman arthur schnitzler s lieutenant gustl thomas mann s tristan and franz kafka s the judgment ten unusual stories micromégas by voltaire the atheist s mass by balzac the legend of st julian the hospitaler by flaubert spleen of paris by baudelaire and more english translations appear on facing pages features twelve classic tales including the necklace maupassant the unknown masterpiece balzac the attack on the mill zola plus works by gide daudet and seven other authors a scotiabank giller prize finalist raised in montreal by their disinterested single mother half sisters lark and robin form a fierce team in spite of their differences when lark flees to america to attend college her sister soon joins her but even as lark discovers a calling working in documentary film she struggles with self doubt and robin chafes against the demands of studying piano at juilliard their bond strains under increasing pressure until it breaks years later lark s life is in tatters
and robin s is wilder than ever as lark tries to take charge of her destiny she discovers that despite the difficulties of their relationship there is only one person she can truly rely on her sister a gripping unforgettable novel about art ambition sisterhood motherhood and self knowledge dual citizens captures the unique language of sisters and makes visible the imperceptible strings that bind us to the ones we love for good this book is a collection of nineteen selected stories by the renowned russian authors the most of the 27 illustrations are the pictures of the greek and roman goddesses worshiped before the influence of christianity and monotheism the authors and the stories are the queen of spades by alexsandr’s pushkin the cloak by nikolay v gogol the district doctor by ivan s turgenev the christmas tree and the wedding by fiodor m dostoyevsky god sees the truth but waits by leon tolstoy how a muzhik fed two officials by m y saltykov n shchedrin banquet given by the mayor the shades and a phantasy by vladimir g korlenko the signal by vsevolod m garshin the darling the bet and vanka by anton p chekhov hide and seek by fiodor sologub dethroned by i n potapenko the servant by s t semyonov one autumn night by maxim gorky the revolutionist by michaël p artzybashev the outrage a true story by aleksandr i kuprin beat regards asino calcio this original dual language short story collection features 15 newly translated works by important 20th century authors previously unavailable in english versions contents include l ami et la femme by irène némirovsky pleure pleure by andrée maillet and tales by simone schwarz bart sailesh ramchurn fred kassak yann means marc villard and others konrad schmid is a swiss biblical scholar who belongs to a larger group of continental researchers proposing new directions in the study of the pentateuch in this volume a translation of his
Erzväter und Exodus Schmid argues that the ancestor tradition in Genesis and the Moses story in Exodus were two competing traditions of Israel's origins and were not combined until the time of the priestly code that is the early Persian period. Schmid interacts with the long tradition of European scholarship on the Hebrew Bible but departs from some of the main tenets of the documentary hypothesis. He argues that the pre-priestly material in both text blocks is literally and theologically so divergent that their present linkage is more appropriately interpreted as the result of a secondary redaction than as thematic variation stemming from J's oral prehistory. He dates Genesis 2 Kings to the Persian period and considers it a redactional work that in its present shape is a historical introduction to the message of future hope presented in the prophetic corpus of Isaiah-Malachi. Scholars and students alike will be pleased that this translation makes Schmid's important work readily available in English both for the contributions made by Schmid and the summary of continental interpretation that he presents in this edition. Some passages have been expanded or modified in order to clarify issues or to engage with more recent scholarship. The notes and bibliography have also been updated. Dr. Schmid is professor of Old Testament and Early Judaism at the University of Zürich. Twelve critically acclaimed tales by the master of the short story form represent all of Maupassant's major recurrent subjects and themes, both comic and tragic. Introduction notes a today show ReadWithJenna Book Club pick: an empowering behind-the-scenes novel of a young Hollywood actress and the dark secret she's ready to confront. One of Summer 2020's most anticipated novels. Marie Claire, Entertainment Weekly, Oprah Magazine, Bustle, E Online, Popsugar, Goodreads, Today Show, New York Post, Betches, Better Homes.
gardens hellogiggles bad on paper podcast the stripe shondaland huffpost cnn com mashable beautifully written and compulsively readable at its core this book is about redemption grace and pain jenna bush hager a novel so full blooded so humane that the pages feel almost warm to the touch a clarifying purifying chronicle of a promising young woman gone astray and the story of her comeback grace turner can do it you can do it too a j finn grace turner was one movie away from hollywood s a list so no one understood why at the height of her career and on the eve of her first golden globe nomination she disappeared now one year later grace is back in los angeles and ready to reclaim her life on her own terms when grace is asked to present a lifetime achievement award to director able yorke the man who controlled her every move for eight years she knows there s only one way she ll be free of the secret that s already taken so much from her the comeback is a moving and provocative story of justice a true page turner about a young woman finding the strength and power of her voice an unsung classic of nineteenth century russian literature karolina pavlova s a double life alternates prose and poetry to offer a wry picture of russian aristocratic society and vivid dreams of escaping its strictures pavlova combines rich narrative prose that details balls tea parties and horseback rides with poetic interludes that depict her protagonist s inner world and biting irony that pervades a seemingly romantic description of a young woman who has everything a double life tells the story of cecily who is being trapped into marriage by her well meaning mother her best friend olga and olga s mother who means to clear the way for a wealthier suitor for her own daughter by marrying off cecily first cecily s privileged upbringing makes her oblivious to the havoc that is being wreaked around her only in the
seclusion of her bedroom is her imagination freed each day of deception is followed by a night of dreams described in soaring verse pavlova subtly speaks against the limitations placed on women and especially women writers which translator barbara heldt highlights in a critical introduction among the greatest works of literature by a russian woman writer a double life is worthy of a central place in the russian canon enjoy the tales of latin america in spanish and in english in stories from latin america historias de latinoamerica we ve placed the spanish and english stories side by side lado a lado so you can practice and improve your reading skills in your new language while enjoying the support of your native tongue this way you ll avoid the inconvenience of constantly having to look up unfamiliar words and expressions in a dictionary read as much as you can understand and then look to the facing page for help if necessary as you read you can check your comprehension by comparing the two versions of the story you ll also find a bilingual vocabulary list at the end of the book so you ll have a handy reference for new words stories from latin america historias de latinoamerica gives you the chance to enjoy 16 fascinating short stories from argentina bolivia colombia guatemala honduras paraguay peru venezuela and more fine tune your language skills while gaining insight into the rich cultural heritage of the people of latin america improve your reading and listening skills with free audio downloads of four chapters from the book at mhprofessional com genevieve barlow is an experienced spanish educator and author introduces you to the promises and problems of charles taylor s thought in major contemporary debates new york times bestseller alternatingly heart pounding and heartbreaking this collaboration between two best selling authors seamlessly weaves together olivia and lily s journeys creating a provocative roadstar motorcycle repair manual
exploration of the strength that love and acceptance require the Washington post good morning america book club pick people’s book of the week one of the best books of the year popsugar olivia mcafee knows what it feels like to start over her picture perfect life living in boston married to a brilliant cardiothoracic surgeon raising their beautiful son asher was upended when her husband revealed a darker side she never imagined that she would end up back in her sleepy new hampshire hometown living in the house she grew up in and taking over her father’s beekeeping business lily campanello is familiar with do overs too when she and her mom relocate to adams new hampshire for her final year of high school they both hope it will be a fresh start and for just a short while these new beginnings are exactly what olivia and lily need their paths cross when asher falls for the new girl in school and lily can’t help but fall for him too with ash she feels happy for the first time yet she wonders if she can trust him completely then one day olivia receives a phone call lily is dead and asher is being questioned by the police olivia is adamant that her son is innocent but she would be lying if she didn’t acknowledge the flashes of his father’s temper in ash and as the case against him unfolds she realizes he’s hidden more than he’s shared with her mad honey is a riveting novel of suspense an unforgettable love story and a moving and powerful exploration of the secrets we keep and the risks we take in order to become ourselves bilingual irish english five stories demonstrating pearse’s deep compassion for the irish people of his time the fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning include linear algebra analytic geometry matrix decompositions vector calculus optimization probability and statistics these topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses making it hard for data
science or computer science students or professionals to efficiently learn the mathematics. This self-contained textbook bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning texts, introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It uses these concepts to derive four central machine learning methods: linear regression, principal component analysis, Gaussian mixture models, and support vector machines. For students and others with a mathematical background, these derivations provide a starting point to other machine learning texts for those learning the mathematics for the first time. The methods help build intuition and practical experience with applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes worked examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are offered on the book’s web site.

Russian short stories for beginners is the immersion tool any Russian learner is looking for to expand their understanding of the Russian language. The reader will first be presented by a short story in Russian followed by a vocabulary section of some of the words in the story. A Q&A section and a summary in both Russian and English.

Man Booker Prize finalist. A novel all about art's versatility, borrowing from painting's fresco technique to make an original literary double take. Cements Smith's reputation as one of the finest and most innovative of our contemporary writers. By some divine alchemy, she is both funny and moving. She combines intellectual rigor with whimsy. The Los Angeles Review of Books how to be both is a fast moving genre bending conversation between forms, times, truths, and fictions. There's a renaissance artist of the 1460s, there's the child of a child of the 1960s, two tales of love and injustice twist into a singular yarn where time gets timeless, structural gets playful, knowing gets mysterious, fictional gets real and all life's
givens get given a second chance passionate compassionate vitally inventive and scrupulously playful ali smith s novels are like nothing else a note to the reader who says stories reach everybody in the same order this novel can be read in two ways and the ebook provides you with both you can choose which way to read the novel by simply clicking on one of two icons camera or eyes the text is exactly the same in both versions the narratives are just in a different order the ebook is produced this way so that readers can randomly have different experiences reading the same text so depending on which icon you select the book will read eyes camera or camera eyes your friend may be reading it the other way around enjoy the adventure having both versions in the same file is intentional 1 new york times bestseller from the author of small great things and a spark of light comes a powerful the washington post novel about the choices that alter the course of our lives named one of the best books of the year by marie claire everything changes in a single moment for dawn edelstein she s on a plane when the flight attendant makes an announcement prepare for a crash landing she braces herself as thoughts flash through her mind the shocking thing is the thoughts are not of her husband but of a man she last saw fifteen years ago wyatt armstrong dawn miraculously survives the crash but so do all the doubts that have suddenly been raised she has led a good life back in boston there is her husband brian their beloved daughter and her work as a death doula in which she helps ease the transition between life and death for her clients but somewhere in egypt is wyatt armstrong who works as an archaeologist unearthing ancient burial sites a career dawn once studied for but was forced to abandon when life suddenly intervened and now when it seems that fate is offering her second chances she is not as sure of the choice she once made
after the crash landing the airline ensures that
the survivors are seen by a doctor then offers
transportation to wherever they want to go the
obvious destination is to fly home but she could
take another path return to the archaeological
site she left years before reconnect with wyatt
and their unresolved history and maybe even
complete her research on the book of two ways the
first known map of the afterlife as the story
unfolds dawn s two possible futures unspool side
by side as do the secrets and doubts long buried
with them dawn must confront the questions she s
never truly asked what does a life well lived look
like when we leave this earth what do we leave
behind do we make choices or do our choices make
us and who would you be if you hadn t turned out
to be the person you are right now a novelistic
mosaic that simultaneously reads like a thriller
and like a strange dreamlike excursion into the
subconscious the new york times years ago when
house of leaves was first being passed around it
was nothing more than a badly bundled heap of
paper parts of which would occasionally surface on
the internet no one could have anticipated the
small but devoted following this terrifying story
would soon command starting with an odd assortment
of marginalized youth musicians tattoo artists
programmers strippers environmentalists and
adrenaline junkies the book eventually made its
way into the hands of older generations who not
only found themselves in those strangely arranged
pages but also discovered a way back into the
lives of their estranged children now this
astonishing novel is made available in book form
complete with the original colored words vertical
footnotes and second and third appendices the
story remains unchanged focusing on a young family
that moves into a small home on ash tree lane
where they discover something is terribly wrong
their house is bigger on the inside than it is on
the outside of course neither pulitzer prize winning photojournalist will navidson nor his companion karen green was prepared to face the consequences of that impossibility until the day their two little children wandered off and their voices eerily began to return another story of creature darkness of an ever growing abyss behind a closet door and of that unholy growl which soon enough would tear through their walls and consume all their dreams is conversational spanish turning a little too tricky for you do you have no idea on how to order a meal or book a room at a hotel if your answer to any of the previous questions was yes then this book is for you if there s even been something tougher than learning the grammar rules of a new language it s finding the way to speak with other people in that tongue any student knows this we can try our best at practicing but you always want to avoid making embarrassing mistakes or not getting your message through correctly how do i get out of this situation many students ask themselves to no avail but no answer is forthcoming until now we have compiled more than one hundred spanish stories for beginners along with their translations allowing new spanish speakers to have the necessary tools to begin studying how to set a meeting rent a car or tell a doctor that they don t feel well we re not wasting time here with conversations that don t go anywhere if you want to know how to solve problems while learning a ton of spanish along the way obviously this book is for you how conversational spanish dialogues works each new chapter will have a fresh new story between two people who wish to solve a common day to day issue that you will surely encounter in real life a spanish version of the conversation will take place first followed by an english translation this ensures that you fully understood just what it was that they were saying before and after the main section of the book we
shall provide you with an introduction and conclusion that will offer you important strategies tips and tricks to allow you to get the absolute most out of this learning material that’s about it simple useful and incredibly helpful you will not need another conversational spanish book once you have begun reading and studying this one we want you to feel comfortable while learning the tongue after all no language should be a barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your social circles so look no further pick up your copy of conversational spanish dialogues and start learning spanish right now do you know what the hardest thing for a korean learner is finding proper reading material that they can handle which is precisely the reason we’ve written this book you may have found the best teacher in town or the most incredible learning app around but if you don’t put all of that knowledge to practice you’ll soon forget everything you’ve obtained this is why being engaged with interesting reading material can be so essential for somebody wishing to learn a new language therefore in this book we have compiled 20 easy to read compelling and fun stories that will allow you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to improve your grasp of the wonderful korean language how korean short stories for beginners works each chapter possesses a funny interesting and or thought provoking story based on real life situations allowing you to learn a bit more about the korean culture having trouble understanding hangul no problem we provide you with the same story twice one version fully in korean and the other version with english translation added below each paragraph allowing you to fully grasp what you are reading the summaries follow a synopsis in korean and in english of what you just read both to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the tale was about at the end of
those summaries you will be provided with a list of the most relevant vocabulary from that chapter as well as slang and sayings that you may not have understood at first glance finally you ll be provided with a set of tricky questions in korean giving you the chance to prove that you learned something in the story don t worry if you don t know the answer to any we will provide them immediately after but no cheating we want you to feel comfortable while learning korean after all no language should be a barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your social circles so look no further pick up your copy of korean short stories for beginners and level up your korean language skills right now sparkling the stories run the gamut from cloak and dagger to whimsical comedy best sellers a delightful assortment library journal intrigue elegance and glittering romance in eleven charming short stories the queen of regency romance presents an exquisite romp through affairs of honor and affairs of the heart featuring rakes and rascals orphans and heirs beauties and their beaus the legendary georgette heyer s signature wit and inimitable style bring the regency world dazzlingly alive what readers are saying these stories have the real feel good factor like curling up with a mug of hot chocolate or a glass of wine on a cold winter s day bliss such fun each story works brilliantly on its own a wonderful book to dip into or read right through georgette heyer wrote over fifty novels including regency romances mysteries and historical fiction she was known as the queen of regency romance and was legendary for her research historical accuracy and her extraordinary plots and characterizations translations of eight masterpieces by writers who defined the modern german short story includes works by schnitzler kleist kafka mann hauptmann rilke hoffmann and brentano when eight year old irene is removed from her first nations family to
live in a residential school she is confused
frightened and terribly homesick she tries to
remember who she is and where she came from
despite the efforts of the nuns who are in charge
at the school and who tell her that she is not to
use her own name but instead use the number they
have assigned to her when she goes home for summer
holidays irene s parents decide never to send her
and her brothers away again but where will they
hide and what will happen when her parents disobey
the law based on the life of co author jenny kay
dupuis grandmother i am not a number is a hugely
necessary book that brings a terrible part of
canada s history to light in a way that children
can learn from and relate to the gripping first
installment in new york times bestselling author
tahereh mafi s shatter me series one touch is all
it takes one touch and juliette ferrars can leave
a fully grown man gasping for air one touch and
she can kill no one knows why juliette has such
incredible power it feels like a curse a burden
that one person alone could never bear but the
reestablishment sees it as a gift sees her as an
opportunity an opportunity for a deadly weapon
juliette has never fought for herself before but
when she s reunited with the one person who ever
cared about her she finds a strength she never
knew she had and don t miss defy me the shocking
fifth book in the shatter me series
Italian Stories 2012-09-20 eleven great stories in original italian with vivid accurate english translations on facing pages teaching and practice aids italian english vocabulary more boccaccio machiavelli d annunzio pirandello and moravia plus significant works by lesser knowns

Spanish Stories 2012-04-27 divunique format offers 13 great stories in spanish from classics by cervantes and alarcon to contemporary works by borges and goytisolo complete faithful english translations on facing pages div

Russian Stories 1892 divfive great stories in original german with new literal english translations on facing pages the metamorphosis the judgment in the penal colony a country doctor and a report to an academy div

Best Short Stories 2013-04-09 this collection offers a rich sampling of the finest mexican prose published from 1843 to 1918 nine short stories appear in their original spanish text with expert english translations on each facing page

Mexican Short Stories / Cuentos mexicanos 2012-10-25 ideal for students this affordable anthology features expert new translations of a dozen works previously unavailable in english the translations appear alongside the original german text of such stories as beauty and the beast by irmtraud morgner gabriele wohmann s good luck and bad luck and tales by other modern authors including grunert inneberger and klockmann

Great German Short Stories of the Twentieth Century 2012-01-01 this dual language anthology features more than a dozen 20th century tales translated into english for the first time contents include the fugitive by vladimir a gilyarovsky the present by leonid andreev trataton by d mamin sibiryak and the life granted by alexander grin plus stories by vasily grossman alexander kuprin arkady gaidar and others

Great Russian Short Stories of the Twentieth Century
Century 2013-04-17 this anthology highlights the rich range of modern Italian fiction presenting the first English translations of works by many famous authors. Contents include fables and stories by Italo Calvino, Elsa Morante, Alberto Moravia, and Cesare Pavese. Historical fiction by Leonardo SciASCia and Mario Rigoni Stern and little known tales by Luigi Pirandello and Carlo Emilio Gadda. No further apparatus or reference is necessary for this self-contained text. Appropriate for high school and college courses as well as for self-study, this volume will prove a fine companion for teachers and intermediate-level students of Italian language and literature as well as readers wishing to brush up on their language skills. Dover 2013 original publication. See every Dover book in print at doverpublications.com.

Short Stories 1987 these 13 short stories by 5 authors of the era include 4 tales by Miguel de Unamuno along with the works of Valle Inclán, Blasco Ibáñez, Baroja, and Azorín José Martínez Ruiz.

Great Italian Short Stories of the Twentieth Century / I grandi racconti italiani del Novecento: A Dual-Language Book 2013-09-19 bilingual anthology offers geographic and cultural diversity with stories from Central America, South America, and Spain. Featured authors include Silvina Ocampo, Julio Ramón Ribeyro, Augusto Roa Bastos, and many others.

Short Stories by the Generation of 1898/Cuentos de la Generación de 1898 2014-05-05 delightful stories other material based on works of Don Juan Manuel Luis Taboada Ricardo Palma. Other noted writers complete faithful English translations on facing pages. Exercises.

Great Spanish and Latin American Short Stories of the 20th Century/Grandes cuentos españoles y latinoamericanos del siglo XX: A Dual-Language Book 2013-09-19 we are proud to publish the first Neapolitan English dual language book making...
neapolitan was the national language of the kingdom of naples and the kingdom of the two sicilies before the unification of italy and it is still spoken in most of southern italy this dual language book makes this language so easy to understand that anyone can sample it the pentamerone written in the seventeenth century was the first collection of fairy tales two hundred years before the grimm brothers published their famous collection this book contains the earliest known versions of the stories we know as rapunzel and hansel and gretel plus ten other tales that are equally charming george cruikshank was the most popular victorian book illustrator loved for his illustrations of the works of dickens and of many other authors this collection was for a long time the best and richest that had been found by any nation not only were the traditions at that time more complete in themselves but the author had a special talent for collecting them and besides that an intimate knowledge of the dialect the tone at least in the neapolitan tales is perfectly caught wilhelm grimm

First Spanish Reader 2012-04-18 seven masterly tales la parure mademoiselle fifi la maison tellier la ficelle miss harriet boule de suif and le horla in french with new english translations on facing pages

Stories from the Pentamerone 2019-02-22 five outstanding selections from noble tradition heinrich von kleist s the earthquake in chile e t a hoffmann s the sandman arthur schnitzler s lieutenant gustl thomas mann s tristan and franz kafka s the judgment

Best Short Stories 2013-08-08 ten unusual stories micromégas by voltaire the atheist s mass by balzac the legend of st julian the hospitaler by flaubert spleen of paris by baudelaire and more english translations appear on facing pages
Five Great German Short Stories 2012-07-12 features twelve classic tales including the necklace maupassant the unknown masterpiece balzac the attack on the mill zola plus works by gide daudet and seven other authors

French Stories/Contes Francais 2012-07-31 a scotiabank giller prize finalist raised in montreal by their disinterested single mother half sisters lark and robin form a fierce team in spite of their differences when lark flees to america to attend college her sister soon joins her but even as lark discovers a calling working in documentary film she struggles with self doubt and robin chafes against the demands of studying piano at juilliard their bond strains under increasing pressure until it breaks years later lark s life is in tatters and robin s is wilder than ever as lark tries to take charge of her destiny she discovers that despite the difficulties of their relationship there is only one person she can truly rely on her sister a gripping unforgettable novel about art ambition sisterhood motherhood and self knowledge dual citizens captures the unique language of sisters and makes visible the imperceptible strings that bind us to the ones we love for good

Beautiful Short Stories in English and Korean 2 2020-12-22 this book is a collection of nineteen selected stories by the renowned russian authors the most of the 27 illustrations are the pictures of the greek and roman goddesses worshiped before the influence of christianity and monotheism the authors and the stories are the queen of spades by alexsandr s pushkin the cloak by nikolay v gogol the district doctor by ivan s turgenev the christmas tree and the wedding by fiodor m dostoyevsky god sees the truth but waits by leon tolstoy how a muzhik fed two officials by m y saltykov n shchedrin banquet given by the mayor the shades and a phantasy by vladimir g korlenko
the signal by vsevolod m garshin the darling the bet and vanka by anton p chekhov hide and seek by fiodor sologub dethroned by i n potapenko the servant by s t semyonov one autumn night by maxim gorky the revolutionist by michaël p artzybashev the outrage a true story by aleksandr i kuprin beat regards asino calcio

Great French Short Stories 2012-09-21 this original dual language short story collection features 15 newly translated works by important 20th century authors previously unavailable in english versions contents include l ami et la femme by irène némirovsky pleure pleure by andrée maillet and tales by simone schwarz bart sailes ramchurn fred kassak yann means marc villard and others

Dual Citizens 2019-06-04 konrad schmid is a swiss biblical scholar who belongs to a larger group of continental researchers proposing new directions in the study of the pentateuch in this volume a translation of his erzväter und exodus schmid argues that the ancestor tradition in genesis and the moses story in exodus were two competing traditions of israel’s origins and were not combined until the time of the priestly code that is the early persian period schmid interacts with the long tradition of european scholarship on the hebrew bible but departs from some of the main tenets of the documentary hypothesis he argues that the pre priestly material in both text blocks is literarily and theologically so divergent that their present linkage is more appropriately interpreted as the result of a secondary redaction than as thematic variation stemming from j’s oral prehistory he dates genesis 2 kings to the persian period and considers it a redactional work that in its present shape is a historical introduction to the message of future hope presented in the prophetic corpus of isaiah malachi scholars and students alike will be pleased that this
translation makes schmid's important work readily available in english both for the contributions made by schmid and the summary of continental interpretation that he presents in this edition some passages have been expanded or modified in order to clarify issues or to engage with more recent scholarship the notes and bibliography have also been updated dr schmid is professor of old testament and early judaism at the university of zürich

Russian Short Stories (Illustrated) 2014-06-13
twelve critically acclaimed tales by the master of the short story form represent all of maupassant's major recurrent subjects and themes both comic and tragic introduction notes

Great French Short Stories of the Twentieth Century 2012-01-17 a today show readwithjenna book club pick an empowering behind the scenes novel of a young hollywood actress and the dark secret she's ready to confront one of summer 2020's most anticipated novels marie claire entertainment weekly oprah magazine bustle e online popsugar goodreads today show online new york post betches better homes gardens hellogiggles bad on paper podcast the stripe shondaland huffpost cnn com mashable beautifully written and compulsively readable at its core this book is about redemption grace and pain jenna bush hager a novel so full blooded so humane that the pages feel almost warm to the touch a clarifying purifying chronicle of a promising young woman gone astray and the story of her comeback grace turner can do it you can do it too a j finn grace turner was one movie away from hollywood's a list so no one understood why at the height of her career and on the eve of her first golden globe nomination she disappeared now one year later grace is back in los angeles and ready to reclaim her life on her own terms when grace is asked to present a lifetime achievement award to director able yorke the man who controlled her
every move for eight years she knows there’s only one way she’ll be free of the secret that’s already taken so much from her the comeback is a moving and provocative story of justice a true page turner about a young woman finding the strength and power of her voice

Genesis and the Moses Story 2010-06-23 an unsung classic of nineteenth century russian literature karolina pavlova’s a double life alternates prose and poetry to offer a wry picture of russian aristocratic society and vivid dreams of escaping its strictures pavlova combines rich narrative prose that details balls tea parties and horseback rides with poetic interludes that depict her protagonist’s inner world and biting irony that pervades a seemingly romantic description of a young woman who has everything a double life tells the story of cecily who is being trapped into marriage by her well meaning mother her best friend olga and olga’s mother who means to clear the way for a wealthier suitor for her own daughter by marrying off cecily first cecily’s privileged upbringing makes her oblivious to the havoc that is being wreaked around her only in the seclusion of her bedroom is her imagination freed each day of deception is followed by a night of dreams described in soaring verse pavlova subtly speaks against the limitations placed on women and especially women writers which translator barbara heldt highlights in a critical introduction among the greatest works of literature by a russian woman writer a double life is worthy of a central place in the russian canon

My Uncle Jules and Other Stories/Mon oncle Jules et autres contes 2014-05-05 enjoy the tales of latin america in spanish and in english in stories from latin america historias de latinoamerica we’ve placed the spanish and english stories side by side lado a lado so you can practice and improve your reading skills in your new language while
enjoying the support of your native tongue this way you’ll avoid the inconvenience of constantly having to look up unfamiliar words and expressions in a dictionary read as much as you can understand and then look to the facing page for help if necessary as you read you can check your comprehension by comparing the two versions of the story you’ll also find a bilingual vocabulary list at the end of the book so you’ll have a handy reference for new words stories from latin america historias de latinoamerica gives you the chance to enjoy 16 fascinating short stories from argentina bolivia colombia guatemala honduras paraguay peru venezuela and more fine tune your language skills while gaining insight into the rich cultural heritage of the people of latin america improve your reading and listening skills with free audio downloads of four chapters from the book at mhprofessional.com genevieve barlow is an experienced spanish educator and author

The Comeback 2021-07-06 introduces you to the promises and problems of charles taylor’s thought in major contemporary debates

A Double Life 2019-08-06 new york times bestseller alternatingly heart pounding and heartbreaking this collaboration between two best selling authors seamlessly weaves together olivia and lily’s journeys creating a provocative exploration of the strength that love and acceptance require the washington post good morning america book club pick people’s book of the week one of the best books of the year popsugar olivia mcafee knows what it feels like to start over her picture perfect life living in boston married to a brilliant cardiothoracic surgeon raising their beautiful son asher was upended when her husband revealed a darker side she never imagined that she would end up back in her sleepy new hampshire hometown living in the house she grew up in and taking over her father’s beekeeping business lily
campanello is familiar with do overs too when she and her mom relocate to adams new hampshire for her final year of high school they both hope it will be a fresh start and for just a short while these new beginnings are exactly what olivia and lily need their paths cross when asher falls for the new girl in school and lily can't help but fall for him too with ash she feels happy for the first time yet she wonders if she can trust him completely then one day olivia receives a phone call lily is dead and asher is being questioned by the police olivia is adamant that her son is innocent but she would be lying if she didn't acknowledge the flashes of his father's temper in ash and as the case against him unfolds she realizes he's hidden more than he's shared with her mad honey is a riveting novel of suspense an unforgettable love story and a moving and powerful exploration of the secrets we keep and the risks we take in order to become ourselves

Stories from Latin America/Historias de Latinoamerica, Second Edition 2010-05-01 bilingual irish english five stories demonstrating pearse's deep compassion for the irish people of his time

Edinburgh Companion to Children's Literature 2018-02-16 the fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning include linear algebra analytic geometry matrix decompositions vector calculus optimization probability and statistics these topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses making it hard for data science or computer science students or professionals to efficiently learn the mathematics this self contained textbook bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning texts introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites it uses these concepts to derive four central machine learning methods linear regression principal component analysis gaussian mixture models and support vector
machines for students and others with a mathematical background; these derivations provide a starting point to machine learning texts for those learning the mathematics for the first time; the methods help build intuition and practical experience with applying mathematical concepts; every chapter includes worked examples and exercises to test understanding; programming tutorials are offered on the book's web site.

Mad Honey 2022-10-04 Russian short stories for beginners is the immersion tool any Russian learner is looking for to expand their understanding of the Russian language; the reader will first be presented by a short story in Russian followed by a vocabulary section of some of the words in the story; a Q&A section and a summary in both Russian and English.

Short Stories of Padraic Pearse 1989 Man Booker prize finalist; a novel all about art's versatility, borrowing from painting's fresco technique to make an original literary double take; Smith's reputation as one of the finest and most innovative of our contemporary writers by some divine alchemy; she is both funny and moving; she combines intellectual rigor with whimsy; the Los Angeles Review of Books notes how to be both is a fast-moving genre bending conversation between forms times truths and fictions; there's a renaissance artist of the 1460s; there's the child of a child of the 1960s; two tales of love and injustice twist into a singular yarn where time gets timeless; structural gets playful; knowing gets mysterious; fictional gets real; and all of life's givens get given a second chance; passionate; compassionate; vitally inventive; and scrupulously playful; Ali Smith's novels are like nothing else; a note to the reader who says stories reach everybody in the same order; this novel can be read in two ways and the ebook provides you with both you can choose which way to read the novel by simply clicking on...
one of two icons camera or eyes the text is exactly the same in both versions the narratives are just in a different order the ebook is produced this way so that readers can randomly have different experiences reading the same text so depending on which icon you select the book will read eyes camera or camera eyes your friend may be reading it the other way around enjoy the adventure having both versions in the same file is intentional

Mathematics for Machine Learning 2020-04-23 1 new york times bestseller from the author of small great things and a spark of light comes a powerful the washington post novel about the choices that alter the course of our lives named one of the best books of the year by marie claire everything changes in a single moment for dawn edelstein she's on a plane when the flight attendant makes an announcement prepare for a crash landing she braces herself as thoughts flash through her mind the shocking thing is the thoughts are not of her husband but of a man she last saw fifteen years ago wyatt armstrong dawn miraculously survives the crash but so do all the doubts that have suddenly been raised she has led a good life back in boston there is her husband brian their beloved daughter and her work as a death doula in which she helps ease the transition between life and death for her clients but somewhere in egypt is wyatt armstrong who works as an archaeologist unearthing ancient burial sites a career dawn once studied for but was forced to abandon when life suddenly intervened and now when it seems that fate is offering her second chances she is not as sure of the choice she once made after the crash landing the airline ensures that the survivors are seen by a doctor then offers transportation to wherever they want to go the obvious destination is to fly home but she could take another path return to the archaeological site she left years before
reconnect with wyatt and their unresolved history and maybe even complete her research on the book of two ways the first known map of the afterlife as the story unfolds dawn's two possible futures unspool side by side as do the secrets and doubts long buried with them dawn must confront the questions she's never truly asked what does a life well lived look like when we leave this earth what do we leave behind do we make choices or do our choices make us and who would you be if you hadn't turned out to be the person you are right now

Russian Short Stories for Beginners 2019-11-28 a novelistic mosaic that simultaneously reads like a thriller and like a strange dreamlike excursion into the subconscious the new york times years ago when house of leaves was first being passed around it was nothing more than a badly bundled heap of paper parts of which would occasionally surface on the internet no one could have anticipated the small but devoted following this terrifying story would soon command starting with an odd assortment of marginalized youth musicians tattoo artists programmers strippers environmentalists and adrenaline junkies the book eventually made its way into the hands of older generations who not only found themselves in those strangely arranged pages but also discovered a way back into the lives of their estranged children now this astonishing novel is made available in book form complete with the original colored words vertical footnotes and second and third appendices the story remains unchanged focusing on a young family that moves into a small home on ash tree lane where they discover something is terribly wrong their house is bigger on the inside than it is on the outside of course neither pulitzer prize winning photojournalist will navidson nor his companion karen green was prepared to face the consequences of that impossibility until the day their two little children wandered off and their
voices eerily began to return another story of creature darkness of an ever growing abyss behind a closet door and of that unholy growl which soon enough would tear through their walls and consume all their dreams

How to be both 2014-12-02 is conversational spanish turning a little too tricky for you do you have no idea on how to order a meal or book a room at a hotel if your answer to any of the previous questions was yes then this book is for you if there s even been something tougher than learning the grammar rules of a new language it s finding the way to speak with other people in that tongue any student knows this we can try our best at practicing but you always want to avoid making embarrassing mistakes or not getting your message through correctly how do i get out of this situation many students ask themselves to no avail but no answer is forthcoming until now we have compiled more than one hundred spanish stories for beginners along with their translations allowing new spanish speakers to have the necessary tools to begin studying how to set a meeting rent a car or tell a doctor that they don t feel well we re not wasting time here with conversations that don t go anywhere if you want to know how to solve problems while learning a ton of spanish along the way obviously this book is for you how conversational spanish dialogues works each new chapter will have a fresh new story between two people who wish to solve a common day to day issue that you will surely encounter in real life a spanish version of the conversation will take place first followed by an english translation this ensures that you fully understood just what it was that they were saying before and after the main section of the book we shall provide you with an introduction and conclusion that will offer you important strategies tips and tricks to allow you to get the absolute most out of this learning
material that’s about it simple useful and incredibly helpful you will not need another conversational spanish book once you have begun reading and studying this one we want you to feel comfortable while learning the tongue after all no language should be a barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your social circles so look no further pick up your copy of conversational spanish dialogues and start learning spanish right now

The Book of Two Ways 2020-09-22 do you know what the hardest thing for a korean learner is finding proper reading material that they can handle which is precisely the reason we’ve written this book you may have found the best teacher in town or the most incredible learning app around but if you don’t put all of that knowledge to practice you’ll soon forget everything you’ve obtained this is why being engaged with interesting reading material can be so essential for somebody wishing to learn a new language therefore in this book we have compiled 20 easy to read compelling and fun stories that will allow you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to improve your grasp of the wonderful korean language how korean short stories for beginners works each chapter possesses a funny interesting and or thought provoking story based on real life situations allowing you to learn a bit more about the korean culture having trouble understanding hangul no problem we provide you with the same story twice one version fully in korean and the other version with english translation added below each paragraph allowing you to fully grasp what you are reading the summaries follow a synopsis in korean and in english of what you just read both to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the tale was about at the end of those summaries you will be provided with a list of the most relevant vocabulary from that chapter
as well as slang and sayings that you may not have understood at first glance finally you ll be provided with a set of tricky questions in korean giving you the chance to prove that you learned something in the story don t worry if you don t know the answer to any we will provide them immediately after but no cheating we want you to feel comfortable while learning korean after all no language should be a barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your social circles so look no further pick up your copy of korean short stories for beginners and level up your korean language skills right now

House of Leaves 2000-03-07 sparkling the stories run the gamut from cloak and dagger to whimsical comedy best sellers a delightful assortment library journal intrigue elegance and glittering romance in eleven charming short stories the queen of regency romance presents an exquisite romp through affairs of honor and affairs of the heart featuring rakes and rascals orphans and heirs beauties and their beaus the legendary georgette heyer s signature wit and inimitable style bring the regency world dazzlingly alive what readers are saying these stories have the real feel good factorlike curling up with a mug of hot chocolate or a glass of wine on a cold winter s day bliss such fun each story works brilliantly on its own a wonderful book to dip into or read right through georgette heyer wrote over fifty novels including regency romances mysteries and historical fiction she was known as the queen of regency romance and was legendary for her research historical accuracy and her extraordinary plots and characterizations

Conversational Spanish Dialogues 2018-05-04 translations of eight masterpieces by writers who defined the modern german short story includes works by schnitzler kleist kafka mann hauptmann rilke hoffmann and brentano
eight year old irene is removed from her first nations family to live in a residential school she is confused frightened and terribly homesick she tries to remember who she is and where she came from despite the efforts of the nuns who are in charge at the school and who tell her that she is not to use her own name but instead use the number they have assigned to her when she goes home for summer holidays irene s parents decide never to send her and her brothers away again but where will they hide and what will happen when her parents disobey the law based on the life of co author jenny kay dupuis grandmother i am not a number is a hugely necessary book that brings a terrible part of canada s history to light in a way that children can learn from and relate to

**Pistols for Two** 2012-02-01
the gripping first installment in new york times bestselling author tahereh mafi s shatter me series one touch is all it takes one touch and juliette ferrars can leave a fully grown man gasping for air one touch and she can kill no one knows why juliette has such incredible power it feels like a curse a burden that one person alone could never bear but the reestablishment sees it as a gift sees her as an opportunity an opportunity for a deadly weapon juliette has never fought for herself before but when she s reunited with the one person who ever cared about her she finds a strength she never knew she had and don t miss defy me the shocking fifth book in the shatter me series

**Great German Short Stories** 2012-03-02
**I Am Not a Number** 2016-09-06
**Shatter Me** 2011-11-15
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